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In this paper we study certain case which is left open in the recent work of 
Timmesfeld [3]. This is necessary for the completion of the “extraspecial 
problem.” xiore precisely, we prove the following 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite group zclzich possesses an involution z such that 
the centralizer M of z in G satisfies the follozcing conditions: 
(i) The subgroup 9 = O,(M) . zs an extraspecial group of order 2s and 
C.&a c Q. 
(ii) M/Q N Z; X A, or Z, X Z6 . 
Then G is not simple. 
According to [3] we set I@ = M’< ,! x> and M = M/Q and we use the “bar 
convention.” Further vve write C(X) = C,(X) and N(X) = No(X) for any 
subset X of G. The other notation is fairly standard. 
From now on we assume that G is a finite simple group. We first prove some 
properties of M which shall be used in the proof of the theorem. 
By [l] we can assume that .z is conjugate in G to some involution a in Q - (2). 
Let L = Q(Q, n M) where 0, = O,(C(a)). Then by (3.11) [3], E is of order 23 
and b\; (7.6) [3], <&) -Za x A,. Set&& = <&>. Let M,, be the inverse 
image of -VI0 m M, then 114 : Iifs j < 2. Put M,, = p,, x Fl where F,, N Z3 and 
PI N A, . Let zcO be an element of order 3 of J& such that z0 EF,, , then N,,(<q,>) 
covers Jf. By [2], M acts irreducibly on 0, thus 1%~,,J<.q,)) n 0 = <z>. Set 
X = -V.w(<.qJ) n M0 ? then X = X/<x> ‘v x3 x A, . Put X = X,, x XI 
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with -yc 11 ,Z, and X, E A, . Let X0 and Xi (resp.) be the inverse image of 
-ye and xl in X. We have X,, n X, = (s>. Let PO = (p& be the S,-subgroup 
of Xe and PI be an &subgroup of X1 . Then PI is elementary abelian of order 3. 
Let me be a 2-element of X0 - {z). Then p? = pi’ ahd ~700 = p for ail p E -p1. 
We now ?ro:-e that if C,(p) f (z> for some p E P:‘: then C&j 2 Qp r Q, . 
Sul?pose that C,(p) F Q, y Qs , then either B = [Q, (p): = Q, >c Q, ‘4 Qs or 
B 2 Q, . If B .> Qs - Qs x Qs , then B = CB(popj. C’&;‘pj 2s (popj70 = ,& 
and p, , p act fixed-point-free on B, thus CB(popj fi C,(p&) += (a;), ccatradicting 
C&J = 1. If B E Q, , then ?O centralizes B 2s [ra I p] = 1. Frcm the structure 
of -YZ there exists an element p* of PI of order 3 such that Pi = (p, p”;, ad 
p -v px, ,.. 8” 1 then B* = [Q, (p*)] h Qs and B q Bv = (2’. Further F / 
C,(p) ‘I C,(p”) = 2j and Q = C,(p) r! C,(p”) x B x &. ~\;xI- F,, centt-si- 
I 
izes & acd B- and c,(p) n C,(p*) . is ?s-invariant5 thus 1 C&?,j > 25 whicir. 
contradicts i Cg(?,,)’ Q 24 2s TO inverts A and $e ac:s fixed-point-free on 9. 
Sence we haye shown C,(p) e Q, x Q, if C&j f (z‘, fcr p E PIF. Su;ipcs~ 
that p* does not centralize B = [Q, (p)] e Qs h Q3, then C,(p*j N Qs as 
C,(p*j 1: Q, x Qs , thus PI acts faithfully on B. On the other hand me centraiizes 
PI , so ?c centralizes CT) and [s], hence ?O centralizes 8, thus I Co(?,j 
> 2j: 2 contradiction. Therefore px centralizes B and C,(p) = IQ, (p”jl ~1! 
OS x Qs and [Q, <p>] = C,(p*) y Qs y Q, and &5X acts fixed-point-free cr 9. 
-1cting with (pO , pp*> on Q we see that Q = Ca(pop~“j. C,(p;‘pp”: “as 
(poppcF*)7a = (p;‘pp*). Moreover C,(p,,pp*) E C,{p&,x) e !&, x Qa , Tl-Zs irn- 
- 
plies that C,(r,) is elementary abe!ian of order 2j and G = Ca(?& Sow 
Co (z) = <s> x K where K .E D, x D8 x D, and Q, n Q = E is elementa;:; 
abkan of order 2j, so K n Q = K n E is of order 24. Bv the strtictilre of X. 
there esists an elementary abelian subgroup C of order 2” such that K = 
(K ,C E) . D, so Q n D = 1 and L = Q . D. This im@ies that the coset Qr, 
contains involutions, hence 7s is an involution as Co(,) .c E+ Let Ti be an 
ini-Ohio3 iI? X1 and ~~ be an inverse image of ?1 in Xl r’rom :he struct-ure or 
-Y: 5-e can assume that r, in\-erts pp*. So (pOppv;Fz = pap-$x-1. Sy ik sarx 
argument 2s before we conclude that Co(~i) 11 EZs and G = C&?,j. Hence 
7; is an invo!ution. Therefore M-e have prove that X2 -= (2) x F,, and X1 = 
{a) K Fl with F,, II .Za and Fl 21 A, . In other words the group MO qlits OWT- 
Q. 1x-e hare pro\-ed the follow-ing 
hOPCS;TiON 1. Alo = Q . (I;;; x Fl) with Fe N C, aml F- N A, Let 
Ps = <p& be the S,-subgroup of FO . Then PO acts ,fi.wd-poizt-free- on 8. There 
exists tr:o elements p1 mrd pa such that PI = <pl , +;I is w &-subgroup cf r”; md 
PI acts&ed-poakt-free on Q and CG(p2j N Q, * Qs . Let r9 be m &oh&on in F$ . 
- 
Then C~(T,J = C&?J and C~(TJ is elementaij abelian 3f ode7 2.5. Let 7; be m 
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involution in Fl . Then C,(7,) = Cd(‘7.J und Co(7,) is elementary abeliun of 
order 2j. 
Note that there exists an involution TV in Fl which acts invertingly on PI . 
Set P = P, x PI = <pO , pr , pa). Then P/(ps) acts faithfully on Co(p.J CI 
Qs x Qs and Q . P acts transitively on 18 non-central involutions of Co(pa). 
Acting with (ps , pr} on Q, we have Q = Co@,pJ . Co(p,&) as (popI)’ = popll 
and A , A act fixed-point-free on &. Further Co(p,,pr) = [Q, (ps&)] N 
Qs * Qs and C&p?) = [Q, <p&I N Qs x Qs and PK,m+) acts faithfully on 
Co@& and Q * P acts transitkely on 18 non-central involutions of Co(popr). We 
now consider the action of (p,, , pa> on Q. Since (p,,pa~~ = pop;’ and A acts fixed- 
point-free on Q, we see that z and fx act fixed-point-free on z). As p,, 
and pa act fixed-point-free on G] we have %ca,dfofa) = Ct0.k5,dfopi3 
N Qs . So Co(PsPa) N Co(p,p;“) N Qs . Therefore we have proved that 
9 { j CM(t): for all involution t E Q - (z}. Let R be an &-subgroup of Fl . 
Then a acts fixed-point-free on Q as [PO , R] = 1. This implies that 3 ! 1 CAM(t)!. 
Now the group M contains two conjugate classes of subgroups of order 3 which 
centralize some non-central involution of Q with the representatives (p& and 
{pspr). Hence M has 2 conjugate classes of involutions which are contained in 
Q - (z) with the representatives t, and t2 where t, is centralized by <p2) and 
t, by (popi). We have 1 M: CM(ti)l = 2@ *3z.5,u,=10r2,i=1,2.The 
both cases ai = 1 and ai = 2 occur. It is easy to see that 1 C,(t,)/C,(t,) = 24 .3 
and I C,(t&‘C,(t,)l = 28 . 3. Hence ! M: C.M(tl)l = 2 * 32 - 5 = 90 and 
! M : C.M(tp)/ = 2* * 3a . 5 = 180. It follows from (3.11) [3] that t, wG x. Bv 
(3.13) [3] t, +o 2. We ha\-e proved the following 
PROPOSITIOK 2. The group &I possesses prectkely two conjugute clusses of 
involutions which me contained in ,O - <s) with the representatives t, und t, . 
We have ] ti’r I = 2 - 3 . 5 = 90 und I ti” j = 2” . 3’ . 5 = 180. Moreover 
rl m. z and t, +o x. 
Let T be an &-subgroup of M containing 70 . By proposition 1 C~(T,,) is an 
elementary abelian group of order 2a. We set A = Co(7s) x <~a>. Then A is a 
maximal elementary abelian subgroup of order 26 of T and A is self-centralizing 
in M. It is easy to see that N.,(A)/A is isomorphic to an elementary abelian 
group of order 24 extended by the group W where W c! A, or zl, according as 
171 = Ms or M + .MG . Suppose that A n Q = Co(~a) contains an involution w 
n-hich is conjugate in M to t, . Then ! C,vM(,)(v),Co(n): = 28 * 3 and hence 
1 N,,(A) : CMVM(,)(v)I = 2* - 3 * 5 = 60. This means that A n Q contains 60 
conjugates of v, but this is not the case. Hence (A n Q) - <z> contains only 
the involutions which are conjugate in M to t, . Let t E (A n Q) - <z> then 
I IVmw(A) : CN,&t)j = 2 * 3 . 5 = 30. Thus the group N-,(A) contains exactly 
two conjugate classes of involutions which are contained in A n Q with the 
representatives z (1 conjugate) and t (30 conjugates). Sate that the coset T& 
contains precisely 2j involutions which are of form ~+l with tl E C,(T,,) and ‘;., 
is net conjugate to T,,Z under the action of Q. Hence T& contains under the 
action of ,O precise!y 2d conjugates of r,, and 2L conjugates of 7s. Let x E ,O,, - -1:; 
then a”* = a. Since A _CL = Q * (Q,, n N), so -4” EL” = Q, * (Q fi C(a)). 
Further as -4” c X, so A” CL. Thus ] dE r? 0 = 3” and so AZ n (L 5 -1&t 
= {E>, hence we can choose y E M,, such that ZU E Z(T n MO), it fo!lo-m :hat 
A”” < T. Since 2’ is self-normalizing in G, so -4 = -4~9. Th-us -V(A) 2 il’. \I-e 
‘ have proved. 
PROPOSTIOS 3. Let T be an S,-subgroup of 31 contaim’ng r,, . Then -4 := 
C,(,) x ‘r3> is a maximal elementary abelian subgroup of T, -4 is self-centralizing 
in G and -4 < T. The group -VAM(A),/A is isomorphic to an eiementq cbdiai~ 
group oj crder 24 e.vtended by the group Fi’ where TV N A, or zG , according a: 
M = 3.1” or -if + -VI,, . 3 n Q contains under the action o,f ArAil(A)/A two con- 
jugate c!asses of involutions with the represeztatizes z (1 con,irgate) ad t (3C 
ronjugatesj and t -Alf t, . A - (A n Q) has undo the action of Q taco co+gate 
classes of inrolutions aith the r,qwesentatives TV (16 coqiugates; utzd yO’oa (16 co+ 
jugates). Furthermore :V(A) S M. 
2. PROOF OF THEORE:: 
By proposition 3 we have N(A) E M. Since -V&4):-4 is isomorpibk to a scb- 
group of GL(6,2). SO N(A) : A’.w(d) = 31 or 63, the length of the orbit of P 
in -V(A). 
f!%IFpCSe that i\?(-4) : IVY,, = 31. Then -Y(d),‘-4 = 2’ . 3” . 5 . 3I or 
10 . j!? . 5 . 31 according as -11 = M,, or 31 + -I&, . Let X3: be an &-subgroup 
of N(Aj. Then by a Sylon-‘s theorem we have 9 .X(X3l) n L37(A) . Hence 
there is a subgroup R of order 3 in V(d) which centralizes X3r . But [A, -Yal] 
is cf order 2j and cA,;2, XaI] is R-invariant, a contradiction. We have proved char 
~\~(-4) : &(-4); = 63 = 3z * 7. Thus z is fused in Y(4) to other 62invoiutions 
of -4. Kow :V(J)i:A = 2; . 34 * 5 . 7 or 2* . 3; . 5 . 7 according as X = -l$ 
cr X - -11, . Let X, be an S,-subgroup of X(d). Then X, acts fixed-point-free 
on -4. In order to simplify the notation we set .V = :V(-4): :V = -V(A),‘-4 2nd 
we use the “bar convention.” First of all we see that an S,-subgroup Zf’r oi 
C,(X,) acts fixed-point-free on A1 hence Wa is cyclic of order 9. Sate rhsr 
5 * : Y .I S= ’- 1 : - .\ ,d il . Let nr be the index in _y of a 7-Syiow normahzer in -Y. Z>: z 
S$GX’s theorem we have the following possibikies for n, : 
5 .3 - 26 5 . 33 . 2s 
5 . 3 .23 j .33 .25 
5.3 5 . 33 . 2’ 
First we show that n, # 5 * 3. Suppose that n, = 5 . 3. 
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Let W, be an &-subgroup of Nv(XJ and I+‘$ = W’a n C-%(X,). Then 
W, : W$ I < 2. If W, = rc, then Z(AWJ 2 A is of order 2 and is X,- 
invariant which is not the case. So Wz:W$I =2. Since Z(AW$)CA is 
X,-invariant, so I Z(AW$)j = 28, hence 1 Z(AW,), > 2’ which contradicts the 
fact that AW, is an &-subgroup of G. Hence we halye n, # 5 . 3. Kow we have 
0,(-v) = 1, as ,T acts transitively on A. Further 7 < 1 O(R)i, otherwise an 
&-subgroup of m would normalize an S,-subgroup of-v which is not the case. 
Since 5 r 1 N&Q!, it follows that 5 { ; O(N),. Thus 0(-v) is a 3-group if 
O&v) F 1. As I CAv(X,)l, < 9 and 7 { G&(3):, it follows that X, centralizes 
O&v) (here note that an &-subgroup X8 of N is an &-subgroup of G&(2) and 
so Xa is isomorphic to an Sa-subgroup of P@,(3) and Xa contains a unique 
elementary abelian subgroup of order 27). So ’ O&v), < 3a and O(E) is cyclic. 
Since an S,-subgroup X5 of ..V centralizes O(Lv) and [A, X5] N E,a and O@) 
acts fixed-point-free on A, it follows that 0(-v): < 3. 
Suppose that O(E) = 3. Let C = C,(O(lV)). Then ;v : C : = 2, as O(lV) 
acts fixed-point-free on A. Let c = C!O(.@ and R be a minimal normal 
subgroup of c. Then R is not solvable, otherwise fl is an elementary abelian 
2-group and C,(R) N E*P , as C,(R) is X,-invariant. On the other hand C,(n) 
is O(lV)-invariant and O(lV) acts fixed-point-free on A which is impossible. 
So R is a direct product of isomorphic nonabelian simple groups. Since 
[x, , xz] + 1, for any subgroup x6 of order 5 of c, it follows that 5,7 j 1 f7 . 
From the order of c we conclude that R is simple. Hence we have the following 
possibilities for R: R N A, , As or L,(4). If a N A, or A,, then there exists 
an element E of order 3 of c - R which centralizes ir, in particular R centralizes 
x, and so an inverse image f of P in C is of order 9 and (9) = O(‘V) and f 
acts fixed-point-free on A. Further f centralizes an &-subgroup X5 of C and 
C,(&) N Ess is %-invariant, a contradiction. So we have R -L,(4). Since 
NR(&)!8 = 3, th en n, = 5 . 3 * 26 or 5 . 3 . 2a. Hence it follows from the 
structure of Aut(La(4)) that there exists an element x’ in c - R of order 3 which 
centralizes R. Again we have a contradiction in the same way as before. So u-e 
have O(m) = 1. Let R be a minimal normal subgroup of ,v. Then ff is simple 
and we get the following possibilities for R: R N A, , A, , A, or L,(4). If 
R N A,, then n, = 5 * 38 . 2” and N=(X,) contains a diherdral group D of 
order 14. On the other hand there exists an involution a E LV - R which cen- 
tralizes D, thus 1 C,(s)! = 8 and CA(%) is D -invariant, contradicting C.,(X,) = 1. 
If R N L,(4), A, , 9, , then in any case Cs(iT) is a nontrivial solvable normal 
subgroup of -!, contradicting O&v) = O(N) = 1. The proof is complete. 
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